
Tinkering with
Cryptography

http://blu.org/cgi-bin/calendar/2023-mar

Meeting Notes: http://blu.org/meetings/2023/03/
(There were great comments from the chat!)

http://blu.org/meetings/2023/03/


http://blu.org/cgi-bin/calendar/2023-
mar

https://developers.google.com/tink

https://github.com/aljazceru/aweso
me-nostr

https://github.com/nostr-protocol/no
str

https://www.apple.com/newsroom/2
022/12/apple-advances-user-securi
ty-with-powerful-new-data-protectio
ns/

https://nostr.com/



https://eprint.iacr.org/2020/1019.pdf

DISCLAIMER
This discussion was NOT intended to be a security review of any 
specific cryptographic libraries. Rather, it was intended to be a 
tinkering view of working with some of the available tools. For 
that, you may find other available papers to be relevant.



SVB
https://www.usatoday.com/story/gra
phics/2023/03/13/graphics-bank-col
lapse-silicon-valley/11466073002/



Are Rubik, Crypto & Group Theory Related?

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cryptography https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Group_(mathematics)



Tink Crypto Library (Goog)

https://developers.google.com/tink







Tink Design

https://developers.google.com/tink/
design/primitives_and_interfaces

https://developers.google.com/tink/
design/goals_of_tink

https://developers.google.com/tink/
design/keys

https://developers.google.com/tink/
design/keysets

Side Added 3/16/23



How to Use Tink

https://developers.google.com/tink/
encrypt-data

https://github.com/google/tink/blob/
master/go/aead/aead_test.go









Tink Link

Goals

https://developers.google.com/tink/design/goals_of_tink

Primitives and Interfaces

https://developers.google.com/tink/design/primitives_and_interfaces 

https://developers.google.com/tink/design/goals_of_tink
https://developers.google.com/tink/design/primitives_and_interfaces




























What are NIPS? (Hint: +/- 1.5 ounces?)

https://github.com/nostr-protocol/nips

"Nostr Implementation Possibilities"

https://www.marketwatchmag.com/
small-spirits-bottle-ban-in-massach
usetts-draws-big-response/

https://www.masspack.org/

Image: 
https://www.nantucket-ma.gov/2621
/Nip-Bottles-of-less-than-or-equal-to
-100

































https://www.freethink.com/internet/n
ostr







Related to some 
questions / discussion



https://github.com/google/tink/blob/master/go/aead/aead_test.go
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https://github.com/google/tink/blob/
master/docs/GOLANG-HOWTO.md

https://github.com/google/tink/blob/
master/docs/TINKEY.md



Tink

See https://github.com/google/tink

"Using crypto in your application shouldn't have to feel like juggling chainsaws in the dark." 

https://www.usenix.org/sites/default/files/conference/protected-files/hotsec15_slides_green.pdf


"Over the last decade, a single innovation has 
massively fueled digital black markets: 
cryptocurrency. Crime lords inhabiting lawless 
corners of the internet have operated more 
freely—whether in drug dealing, money 
laundering, or human trafficking—than their 
analog counterparts could have ever dreamed 
of. By transacting not in dollars or pounds but 
in currencies with anonymous ledgers, 
overseen by no government, beholden to no 
bankers …"

Source: 
https://www.penguinrandomhouse.c
om/books/690603/tracers-in-the-dar
k-by-andy-greenberg/

What is Crypto, Bro?



What about hardware devices?

https://twitter.com/i/lists/1605941759061663744

https://github.com/lnbits/nostr-signing-device



Hardware Signing Device?

https://www.aliexpress.us/item/2251832862647579.html



https://www.theshortcut.com/p/twitter-deat
h-mastodon-loses-active-users

This link was pointed to by a helpful 
attendee in the meeting's chat.

"As first reported by The Guardian, 
Mastodon's latest batch of user data 
shows the number of active users on 
the social media platform has fallen 
dramatically over the last month. In 
early December, Mastodon reportedly 
attracted over 2.2 million active users. 
By the end of the first week of January, 
that figure had dropped to just over 1.7 
million - a fall of 30%"

https://www.theshortcut.com/p/twitter-death-mastodon-loses-active-users
https://www.theshortcut.com/p/twitter-death-mastodon-loses-active-users


https://www.theguardian.com/news/
datablog/2023/jan/08/elon-musk-dr
ove-more-than-a-million-people-to-
mastodon-but-many-arent-sticking-
around



November 7, 2022 - https://www.nytimes.com/2022/11/07/technology/mastodon-twitter-elon-musk.html

The New Yorker, November 22, 2022
https://www.newyorker.com/culture/infinite-scroll/what-fleeing-twitter-users-will-and-wont-find-on-mastodon



https://twitter.com/KeithMukai/statu
s/1620240140177408000



Encrypting things in NOSTR

https://bitcoinmagazine.com/technical/what-makes-nostr-a-different-social-platform



NOSTR: Encrypt and Decrypt

https://hexdocs.pm/nostr/Nostr.Crypto.AES256CBC.html



Make them presentable …
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Learn More
https://github.com

/fiatjaf/nostr-gatew
ay


